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URAX 
CERAMIC

New multi-hole pattern allows continuous sanding 
without dulling of the disc.

Ability to self-sharpen.

Ceramic grits that stay sharp 
for a longer time.

CERAMIC DISCS

 

FOR PERFECT SANDING

Ref. / Code / Rif. Ø
Grano / Grain / 

Grana

060933

150 mm

P-80

060934 P-100

060935 P-120

060936 P-150

060937 P-180

060938 P-220

060939 P-240

060940 P-320

060941 P-400

060942 P-600

060943 P-800

Choose the urax ceramic grit that best suits the 
needs of the stage of the sanding job.
Recommended for use with orbital sanders. The urax 
ceramic discs attach perfectly to the sander by means 
of vel.

With uniform mineral coating on perfectly even surface, 
film works better than paper. 
Our extensive range of highly durable, high strength 
ceramic grit disc for surface sanding.

Ref.060933-43

VEL.

CERAMIC GRAIN DISC ON FILM BACKING 
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BARNIZ  Y
CATALIZADOR
HSA

The HSA clear coat has been formulated for both 
water and solvent based bi-coat systems in spot 
repairs. A hardener with air drying to be used together 
with the HSA Clear coat. 
It is noted for its excellent aspect and curing speed, 
with the car ready 40 minutes after the application 
and no need of heat in the spray booth, which can 
generate very significant savings in the painting cycle 
and an increase of the productivity. 

The drying time in spray booth could be 10 minutes 
60ºC or 20 minutes 40ºC. The drying time using an IR 
is only 5 minutes. The HSA clear coat can be 
polished in 60 minutes approx. Excellent UV, scrat-
ches and chemical agents resistance.  

Clear coat HSA is compliant with the European 
Norm 2004/42/CE, with a lower VOC Content than 
conventional clears.

THE BEST WAY TO MAKE IT SHINE

Ref. 010014 Ref. 010015
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